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Abstract
Feature selection for dynamic data sets has been perceived as a very significant hot research problem in datamining. In practice,
most real-world data usually are hybrid, which means both include categorical data and numerical data. For dynamic hybrid
data, this paper first introduces a new neighborhood relation and information entropy based on neighborhood accordingly.
Secondly, the single incremental mechanism and group incremental mechanism are analyzed and proofed to construct feature
significance. On this basis, two incremental approaches to feature selection are developed for dealing with hybrid data. To
better demonstrate the new algorithm, four common classifiers and twelve UCI data sets are introduced in the experiments.
The experimental results further validate the feasibility of the incremental algorithms, and especially the efficiency of the
group incremental algorithm.

Keywords Incremental feature selection · Dynamic data sets · information entropy · Neighborhood relation

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of the times, the word of big data
has come into all walks of life thoroughly. As it turns out,
data scientists usually describe “ big data” as having five dis-
tinct dimensions, i.e., the 5V’s of big data. And one of most
important characteristic of big data is velocity which refers
to the speed at which vast amounts of data are being gener-
ated, acquired and analyzed. Obviously, this speed becomes
higher and higher nowadays. In data mining, incremental
technique is a kind of common and effective approaches
used to discover knowledge from dynamic data. However,
the emergence of big data brings unprecedented challenges
for traditional incremental approaches, thus exploring more
efficient incremental approaches has urgently become a key
issue inmany areas. Feature selection is a kind ofwell-known
techniques for data preprocessing and has been widely intro-
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duced in many areas such as pattern recognition, machine
learning and data mining (Liu et al. 2002, 2005, 2007, 2009;
Liang et al. 2012, 2014). It aims to improve the performance
ofmodels and save training time through removing redundant
or irrelevant features from data sets. Therefore, this paper
focuses on efficient incremental feature selection strategies.

Most of the traditional feature selection algorithms are
suitable for single type of data, i.e. categorical or numeri-
cal data (Almuallim and Dietterich 1994; Benabdeslem and
Hindawi 2004; Dash and Liu 1997, 2003; Guyon and Elis-
seeff 2003; Pedrycz and Vukovich 2002). However, in the
age of big data, the types of data become more complex.
Lots of real data no longer be single type, but take on hybrid
forms. In other words, categorical and numerical features
coexist in many application fields such as medical data,
financial data and biological data. For feature selection on
hybrid data, many researchers have proposed lots of consid-
erable algorithms Hall et al. and Liu defined the correlation
for categorical features and numerical features and proposed
correlation-based feature selection algorithms for hybrid data
(Hall 2000; Yu and Liu 2004). In Tang and Mao (2007),
hybrid data sets are divided into a series of feature subspaces
according to categorical features; and the class separabil-
ity is measured in each subspace. The performance of this
algorithmmainly depend on the classification ability of cate-
gorical features (Tang andMao 2007). On the basis of Parzen
window, Kwak and Choi proposed a new feature selection
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algorithm based on mutual information (Kwak and Choi
2002). In addition, by introducing fuzzy rough set theory,
Hu et al. proposed a series of feature selection algorithms
based on fuzzy equivalence relation, which can be used to
find target feature selection from hybrid data (Hu et al. 2007,
2006, 2008). Wei et al. developed a new information entropy
and put forward an efficient accelerated feature selection
algorithm for hybrid data (Wei et al. 2009). By plugging
a dedicated kernel, Paul et al. proposed two heterogeneous
feature selection algorithms which can handle both continu-
ous and nominal features (Paul et al. 2015). For hybrid data
with missing values, Zhao et al. introduces a neighborhood-
tolerance relation and neighborhood-tolerance entropy to
deal with selecting useful features in incomplete hybrid
data(Zhao and Qin 2014). To further reduce improve effi-
ciency,Wang et al. studied an efficient rough feature selection
algorithm from a multi-granulation view which can find a
target feature subset in much shorter time(Wang and Liang
2016). However, these algorithm are only suitable for static
data. With the coming of dynamic data, feature selection on
dynamic hybrid data has become a very significant issue and
arouses attention increasingly.

As is well known, both objects and features in dynamic
datamayvarywith time.Even feature valuesmay also change
in some specific application data. In order tomore effectively
deal with dynamic data, there have existed many researches
on dynamic data sets. Incremental learning, as a common
used technique, has been applied in all aspects of data mining
and machine learning. Whether in supervised learning algo-
rithm, unsupervised learning algorithm, or semi-supervised
learning algorithm, study on incremental learning models
all attracted much attention (Gama 2012; Huang et al. 2020;
Shu et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2021). Various of classic data pro-
cessing techniques or learning models such as decision tree,
SVM and manifold learning have been extended to incre-
mental solution mechanism. In addition, online learning and
data stream mining are also explorations of dynamic data.
As research continues, in view of variation of data distribu-
tion, concept drift is a kind of strategy which can be used to
handle dynamic data with varying data distribution (Lu et al.
2019; Mera et al. 2019; Neto and Canuto 2021). In above-
mentioned numerous studies, incremental feature selection
also caused extensive concern. Existing researches on incre-
mental feature selection refer to two main kinds of methods.
One devotes to construct incremental solution framework for
feature selection. And the other one focuses on analyzing
incremental mechanism of measures used in feature selec-
tion. For dynamic data with increasing scale, Liang et al.
proposed a group incremental feature selection algorithm
based on rough set theory (Liang et al. 2014). This algorithm
devotes to find an effective feature subset in in amuch shorter
time when objects are added in groups. On this basis, Jing et
al. presents an incremental feature selection algorithm from

a view of multi-granulation (Jing et al. 2017). For dynamic
data with varying features, dimension incremental mecha-
nisms for feature selection provide strategies of selecting
useful features from dynamic data sets with varying features
(Wang et al. 2013). Researches on feature stream also attract
much attention and enrich exploration of models for fea-
ture variation (Liu et al. 2018; Zhou et al. 2019). Finally,
for dynamic data with varying feature values, Wang et al.
presents a dynamic feature selection algorithm for data sets
with varying feature values (Wang et al. 2013). In summary,
most of the existing incremental feature selection algorithms
are only suitable for single type of data. This paper focus on
incremental feature selection algorithm for hybrid data.

The concept of neighborhood has been introduced to deal
with imbalance data, small labeled data, numerical data et al.
in many data mining methods(Chen et al. 2019; Chang et al.
2019; Wang 2006). Hu et al. introduced neighborhood rough
set theory to construct fuzzy equivalence relation and feature
selection algorithms for hybrid data (Hu et al. 2007, 2006,
2008). Hence, making reference to the thought of neighbor-
hood, we study incremental feature selection algorithms for
hybrid data in this paper. Firstly, this paper defines a new sim-
ilarity measure for categorical data and on this basis, a new
neighborhood relation is introduced to develop the neigh-
borhood rough set model. Then, a new information entropy
is proposed to measure the uncertainty of hybrid data sets.
To further reduce computational time, the single incremental
mechanism and group incremental mechanism are analyzed
respectively, which can be used to compute entropy value of
dynamic hybrid data more efficiently. Finally, based on the
incremental mechanisms, two incremental feature selection
algorithms are constructed to select useful features. To bet-
ter demonstrate the new algorithms, four common classifiers
and twelve UCI data sets are introduced in the experiments.
The experimental results further validate the feasibility of the
incremental algorithms, and especially the efficiency of the
group incremental algorithm.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: some pre-
liminaries are briefly reviewed in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, a new
similarity measure for categorical data is defined to con-
struct the similarity of hybrid data. In Sect. 4, based on
the new similarity measure, we develop the neighborhood
rough set model and introduce a new information entropy
to measure the uncertainty of hybrid data. Section 5 ana-
lyzes the incremental mechanisms of the new information
entropy and feature significance. Section 6 introduces the
incremental feature selection algorithms based on incremen-
tal mechanisms of feature significance. In Sect. 7, twelve
UCI data sets are employed to illustrate the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm. Section 8 concludes the paper with
some discussions.
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2 Preliminary knowledge

2.1 Basic concepts

Rough set theory, proposed by Pawlak in 1982, has been con-
ceived as a representative granular computingmodel (Pawlak
1998; Pawlak and Skowron 2007). It has become a popular
mathematical framework and has been successfully applied
in many areas such as pattern recognition, image processing
and feature selection (Swiniarski and Skowron 2003; Shao
and Zhang 2005; Wang et al. 2013; Wu et al. 2003; Xu et al.
2009; Yao 2006; Yao and Zhao 2008).

Classic rough set theory is only suitable for categorical
data. In rough set theory, U is called the universe and repre-
sents a finite and nonempty set of objects; and A denotes the
features set of objects inU . Let quadruple S = (U , A, V , f )
be a data table, where V = ⋃

a∈A Va with Va being the
domain of feature a, and f : U × A → V is an informa-
tion function with f (x, a) ∈ Va for a ∈ A and x ∈ U . For
convenience, S is often simplified as S = (U , A).

A feature subset B ⊆ A induces an equivalence relation
RB on U , where

RB = {(x, y) ∈ U ×U | f (x, a) = f (y, a),∀a ∈ B}.

U/RB = {[x]B |x ∈ U } can generate a family of equivalence
classes denoted by

[x]B = {y ∈ U |(x, y) ∈ RB},

where U/RB is simplified as U/B.
For X ⊆ U and an equivalence relation R onU , the lower

approximation and upper approximation operators of X are
defined by

RX =
⋃

{x ∈ U |[x]R ⊆ X},

and

RX =
⋃

{x ∈ U |[x]R ∩ X �= ∅},

respectively.Thepositive regionof X is definedby POSR(X)

= RX .
In rough set theory, a labeled data set is often called a deci-

sion table. Let S = (U ,C∪D) be a decision table,where D is
called decision attribute which means class information, and
C is called conditional attribute set which means all features
inU .Decision attribute D can also induce an equivalencepar-
tition onU , which is denoted byU/D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dr }.
For P ⊆ C , the positive region of D with respect to P is
defined by POSP (D) = ⋃r

i=1 PDi .

2.2 Complementary information entropy

It is well known that the expression of information usually
includes uncertainty, vagueness, approximate expression,
and so on. In rough set theory, entropy or its variants is intro-
duced to measure uncertainty of data sets. Liang introduced
the definition of complementary entropy which not only can
measure the uncertainty, but also the fuzziness of a rough set
(Liang et al. 2002).

Definition 1 Let S = (U , A) be a unlabeled data table
and B ⊆ A. Then, one can obtain a partition U/B =
{X1, X2, . . . , Xm}. On this basis, a complementary entropy
of B is defined as

E(B) =
m∑

i=1

|Xi |
|U | (1 − |Xi |

|U | ). (1)

Definition 2 Let S = (U ,C ∪ D) be a labeled data table
and B ⊆ C . Then, one can obtain the partitions U/B =
{X1, X2, . . . , Xm} and U/D = {Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yn} . On this
basis, a complementary conditional entropy of B relative to
D is defined as

E(D|B) =
m∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

|Xi ∩ Y j |
|U |

|Xi − Y j |
|U | . (2)

3 A new distancemeasure for hybrid data
(Drd)

Asmentioned above, classic rough set theory is only suitable
for categorical data and cannot directly deal with numer-
ical data. To handle hybrid data, researchers develop the
neighborhood rough set theory which has been recognized as
an effective technique for tackling complex data. In neigh-
borhood rough set theory, one of the key problems is the
definition of neighborhood. This section introduces a new
distance measure for hybrid data.

3.1 Distancemeasure for categorical data

It is well known that numerical data have natural geomet-
ric property, and one can measure its distance or similarity
through computing the difference between their feature val-
ues. However, unlike numerical data, categorical data lack
such geometric property and need further exploration for its
similarity (or distance). For categorical data, the earliest and
widely usedwork on its similarity is Hamming distance. This
distance employs 0 and 1 to measure the similarity of differ-
ent and identical categorical values. Moreover, the frequency
of feature value and the co-occurrences between different
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values have also been applied to learn categorical similar-
ity. Objectively, the difference between categorical feature
values not only relies on themselves, but also relies on the
environment. In other words, after capturing the difference
within same feature, we should also focus on the contribution
of other features to similarity of categorical feature values.
On this basis, we propose a new distance measure for cate-
gorical feature values from the view of data distribution in
this section. This distance measure not only considers dif-
ference of feature values within a same feature but also the
discrimination induced by other features.

As previously described, entropy is always used to mea-
sure uncertainty or disorder of a data table. In machine
learning, entropy is also considered as a measure for data
distribution. For two feature values in a feature, their distri-
bution is obviously related to their distance. Themore similar
their distribution are, the bigger their similarities. Accord-
ingly, this section introduces the complementary entropy to
construct the distance measure for categorical data. Firstly,
the inner categorical values distance considered the relation-
ship between data distribution is defined as follows.

Definition 3 Let S = (U ,C∪D) be a data table andU/D =
{Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yn}. ∀x, y ∈ U and ai ∈ C , the inner distance
between objects x and y on feature ai is defined as

Din(i, x, y) = 1

n

n∑

j=1

|[x]ai ∩ Y j | · |Y j − [x]ai |

−|[y]ai ∩ Y j | · |Y j − [y]ai |. (3)

Proposition 1 If ∀Y j ∈ U/D, |[x]ai ∩ Y j | = |[y]ai ∩ Y j |,
then Sin(i, x, y) reaches its maximum 1. If ∀1 ≤ j ≤ n,
min(S1, S2) = 0, then Sin(i, x, y) reaches its minimum 0.

The inner distance of categorical values shows the differ-
ence between the feature values of featureai . Inwhat follows,
we study the outer feature similarity, which involves the con-
tribution of other features ak ∈ C(i �= k) to the distance of
feature values in ai . In rough set theory, the upper approxima-
tion operator means those equivalence classes which include
the target concept. Here introduces the upper approximation
of feature values to construct the outer feature similarity in
this section. For feature values [x]ai and [y]ai , the more sim-
ilar their upper approximations relative to feature ak(k �= i)
are, the higher their outer similarity are. Similarly, based on
the concept of entropy, we also use the relationship between
data distribution of upper approximations as outer distance
of feature values, which is defined as follows.

Definition 4 Let S = (U ,C∪D) be a data table andU/D =
{Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yn}. ∀x, y ∈ U and ai ∈ C , the outer distance

between objects x and y on another feature ak ∈ C(i �= k)is
defined as

Dout (i, x, y) = 1

n

n∑

j=1

|ak ([x]ai ) ∩ Y j | · |ak ([x]ai )

−Y j | − |ak ([y]ai ) ∩ Y j | · |ak ([y]ai ) − Y j |. (4)

Based on above definitions of inner and outer distances for
feature values, we introduce the distance between objects on
feature ai by combing its inner and outer distance.Moreover,
calculating the distance between two objects on each feature
ai ∈ B can obtain their distance on feature subset B.

Definition 5 Let S = (U ,C ∪ D) be a data table and
U/D = {Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yn}. The distance between x, y ∈ U
on categorical feature ai is defined as

D(i, x, y) = αDin(i, x, y) + β

∑|C|
k=1,k �=i Dout (i, x, y)

|C | − 1
,

(5)

where α + β = 1.

Definition 6 Let S = (U ,C ∪ D) be a data table and B ⊆ C
be categorical features. The distance between x, y ∈ U on
feature subset B is defined as

D′
B(x, y) = 1

|B|
∑

ai∈B
D(i, x, y). (6)

3.2 Similarity measure for hybrid data

For numerical data, here introduces a common distance
measure, i.e., Euclidean distance, to measure the distance
between two objects on numerical features.

Definition 7 Let S = (U ,C ∪ D) be a data table and B ⊆ C
be numerical features. The distance between x, y ∈ U on
feature subset B is defined as

D′′
B(x, y) =

⎛

⎝
|B|∑

i=1

( f ′(x, ai ) − f ′(y, ai ))2
⎞

⎠

1
2

, (7)

where f ′(x, ai ) and f ′(y, ai ) are the normalized feature val-
ues of f (x, ai ) and f (y, ai ), respectively.

According to Definitions 6 and 7, following definition
shows the distance between objects on hybrid features.

Definition 8 Let S = (U ,C ∪ D) be a data table, B1 ⊆ C be
categorical feature, and B2 ⊆ C be numerical features. The
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distance between x, y ∈ U on feature subset B = B1 ∪ B2

is defined as

DrdB(x, y) = |B1|D′
B1

(x, y) + |B2|D′′
B2

(x, y)

|B| . (8)

4 Neighborhood rough set model based on
the new distancemeasureDrd

4.1 Basic concepts

As mentioned above, classic rough set theory is only suit-
able for categorical data and its approximation operators
are induced by equivalence relation. To deal with complex
data, the idea of neighborhood is introduced to develop
approximation operators based on neighborhood relation and
neighborhood rough set theory. Accordingly, based on the
hybrid feature similarity defined in Sect. 3, we introduce
some basic concepts in neighborhood rough set theory in
this section.

Definition 9 Let S = (U , A) be a data table, B ⊆ A and
x ∈ U . The neighborhood δB(x) of x on feature subset B is
defined as

δB(x) = {y|DrdB(x, y) ≤ δ, y ∈ U }, (9)

where DB means the distance induced on B, and δ is the
neighborhood radius.

Definition 10 Let S = (U , A) be a data table and B ⊆ A.
Feature subset B can induce an neighborhood relation RB on
U , which is defined as

RB,δ = {(x, y) ∈ U ×U |y ∈ δB(x)}. (10)

Obviously, U/RB,δ = {δB(x)|x ∈ U } is a family of
neighborhood granules on the universe. According to classic
rough set theory, the lower and upper approximation opera-
tors based on δ neighborhood are defined as follows.

Definition 11 Let S = (U , A) be a data table, B ⊆ A and
X ⊆ U . The lower and upper approximation operators of X
are defined as

RB,δX = {x |δB(x) ⊆ X , x ∈ U } (11)

and

RB,δX = {x |δB(x) ∩ X �= ∅, x ∈ U }, (12)

respectively.Thepositive regionof X is definedby POSR(X)

= RX .

4.2 Rough feature selection based on information
entropy

On the basis of the new neighborhood relation, this subsec-
tion defines a new information entropy for uncertainty in
labeled data.

Definition 12 Let S = (U ,C∪D)be a data table and B ⊆ C .
On the basis of neighborhood rough set model, the informa-
tion entropy on B is defined as

E(D|B) =
|U |∑

i=1

|δB(xi )| − |δB(xi ) ∩ [xi ]D|
|U |2 . (13)

According to the new information entropy, following def-
inition introduces two types of feature significance to select
useful feature while keeping the same uncertainty. The inner
feature significance is usually used to detect redundant fea-
tures, and the out feature significance can be used to add new
features to existing feature subset.

Definition 13 Let S = (U ,C∪D)be a data table and B ⊆ C .
On the basis of complementary entropy, the inner signifi-
cance of feature a ∈ B is defined as

Sinin(a, B) = E(D|B − {a}) − E(D|B). (14)

The outer significance of feature a ∈ C − B is defined as

Sinout (a, B) = E(D|B) − E(D|B ∪ {a}). (15)

Followingdefinition shows the stop criteria and select con-
dition in the process of rough feature selection. The first
condition guarantees that the target feature subset has the
same distinguish ability as the whole feature set, and the sec-
ond condition guarantees that there is no redundant features
in the target feature subset.

Definition 14 Let S = (U ,C∪D)be a data table and B ⊆ C .
Then, the attribute set B is a target feature subset if B satisfies:

1) E(D|B) = E(D|C);
2) ∀a ∈ B, E(D|B) < E(D|B − {a}).

5 Dynamic solutionmechanism for feature
significance

According to Definition 13, in the process of computing
feature significance, a key step is the solution of entropy
value. Hence, in order to find incremental mechanisms for
feature significance, this section first introduces the incre-
mental mechanisms for complementary entropy. Subsection
5.1 presents detailed analysis and proof of single incremental
mechanism and group incremental mechanism for comple-
mentary entropy separately.
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5.1 Incremental mechanism for complementary
entropy

In the process of feature selection, according toDefinition 13,
the calculation of entropy is obviously a key step. However,
with the increase of objects, recomputing entropy is very
time-consuming for a dynamic data table. To address this
issue, this section introduces incremental mechanisms for
computing entropies. When new objects are added to a given
table, insteadof re-computation onnew table, the incremental
mechanisms aim to calculate new entropy values by combing
the changes of granules into the existing entropies of the
original table. In this section, Theorem 1 shows the single
incremental mechanism for computing entropy of a hybrid
data table, which means the new object being added one by
one.

Theorem 1 Let S = (U ,C ∪ D) be a data table and B ⊆ C.
When a new object x is added to table S, the new comple-
mentary conditional entropy on U ∪ {x} becomes

EU∪{x}(D|B) = 1

(|U | + 1)2

×
(
|U |2EU (D|B) + 2|δ′

B(x) − [x]′D|
)

,

(16)

where, δ′
B(x) means the neighborhood of x on U ∪ {x}, and

[x]′D is the equivalence class of x on on U ∪ {x}.
Proof When x is added to U , supposed U ∪ {x}/RB,δ =
{δ′

B(xi )|xi ∈ U∪{x}} andU∪{x}/D = {[xi ]′D|xi ∈ U∪{x}},
there are four situations about neighborhood relation between
x and objects belonged to U :

1) ∀y ∈ U − δ′
B(x) ∪ [x]′D , the relation between x and y is

not satisfied neighborhood relation;
2) ∀y ∈ δ′

B(x) − [x]′D , x and y satisfy neighborhood rela-
tion induced by feature subset B;

3) ∀y ∈ [x]′D − δ′
B(x), x and y satisfy equivalence relation

on D;
4) ∀y ∈ [x]′D ∩ δ′

B(x), x and y satisfy equivalence relation
on D and neighborhood relation on B.

On this basis, let X = |δ′
B(x)|, Y = |[x]′D| and t =

|U − X ∪ Y |, the complementary entropy induced by B on
U ∪ {x} is computed as

EU∪{x}(D|B)

=
|U |+1∑

i=1

|δ′
B(xi )| − |δ′

B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|
(|U | + 1)2

= 1

(|U | + 1)2
( t∑

i=1

(|δ′
B(xi )| − |δ′

B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|)

+
|U−Y |∑

i=t

(|δ′
B(xi )| − |δ′

B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|)

+
|U |∑

i=t+|X |
(|δ′

B(xi )| − |δ′
B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|)

+
t+|X |∑

i=|U−Y |
(|δ′

B(xi )| − |δ′
B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|)

+|δ′
B(x)| − |δ′

B(x) ∩ [x]′D|)

= 1

(|U | + 1)2
( t∑

i=1

(|δB(xi )| − |δB(xi ) ∩ [xi ]D|)

+
|U−Y |∑

i=t

(|δ′
B(xi )| − |δ′

B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]D|)

+
|U |∑

i=t+|X |
(|δB(xi )| − |δB(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|)

+
t+|X |∑

i=|U−Y |
(|δ′

B(xi )| − |δ′
B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|)

+|δ′
B(x)| − |δ′

B(x) ∩ [x]′D|)

= 1

(|U | + 1)2
( t∑

i=1

(|δB(xi )| − |δB(xi ) ∩ [xi ]D|)

+
|U−Y |∑

i=t

(|δB(xi )| − |δB(xi ) ∩ [xi ]D| + 1)

+
|U |∑

i=t+|X |
(|δB(xi )| − |δB(xi ) ∩ [xi ]D|)

+
t+|X |∑

i=|U−Y |
(|δB(xi )| − |δB(xi ) ∩ [xi ]D|) + |X − Y |)

= 1

(|U | + 1)2
(

|U |∑

i=1

(|δB(xi )|

−|δB(xi ) ∩ [xi ]D|) + 2|X − Y |)

= 1

(|U | + 1)2
(|U |2EU (D|B) + 2|X − Y |)

= 1

(|U | + 1)2
(|U |2EU (D|B) + 2|δ′

B(x) − [x]′D|).

This completes the proof. �

For a dynamic data table, when multiple objects are added,
the incremental mechanism introduced in Theorem 1 obvi-
ously need to repeat the operation many times. To overcome
this limitation, Theorem 2 further introduces a group incre-
mentalmechanismof computing entropyof a dynamic hybrid
data table.
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Theorem 2 Let S = (U ,C ∪ D) be a data table and B ⊆ C.
For a group of new objects Un, ∀y ∈ Un, its neighborhood
induced by B indicates as δB(y), and its equivalence class on
D indicates as [y]D.WhenUn is added toU, let X1 ⊆ U and
X2 ⊆ Un be objects whose neighborhood changes onU∪Un

andY1 ⊆ U andY2 ⊆ Un be objectswhose equivalence class
induced by D changes on U ∪ Un, the new complementary
conditional entropy on U ∪Un becomes

EU∪Un (D|B) = 1

(|U | + |Un|)2
×

(
|U |2EU (D|B) + |Un|2EUn (D|B)

+�1 + �2

)
, (17)

where

�1 =
t1+|X1|∑

i=t1

|δUn
B (xi )| +

t2+|X2|∑

i=t2

|δUB (yi )|,

�2 =
t1+|X1|∑

i=|U−Y1|
|δUn

B (xi ) ∩ [xi ]Un
D | +

t2+|X2|∑

i=|Un−Y2|
|δUB (yi ) ∩ [yi ]UD|,

t1 = |U − X1 ∪ Y1| and t2 = |U − X2 ∪ Y2|.
Proof When new objects setUn is added toU , the neighbor-
hood and equivalence class of a part of objects may change.
As mentioned above, let X1 ⊆ U and X2 ⊆ Un be objects
whose neighborhood changes on U ∪ Un and Y1 ⊆ U and
Y2 ⊆ Un be objects whose equivalence class induced by
D changes on U ∪ Un , the new complementary conditional
entropy on U ∪Un is computed as

EU∪Un (D|B) =
|U |∑

i=1

|δ′
B(xi )| − |δ′

B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|
|U ∪Un|2

+
|Un |∑

i=1

|δ′
B(yi )| − |δ′

B(yi ) ∩ [yi ]′D|
|U ∪Un|2 .

For the first item in above formula, one has

|U |∑

i=1

|δ′
B(xi )| − |δ′

B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|
|U ∪Un|2

=
t1∑

i=1

|δ′
B(xi )| − |δ′

B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|
|U ∪Un|2

+
|U−Y1|∑

i=t1

|δ′
B(xi )| − |δ′

B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|
|U ∪Un|2

+
|U |∑

i=t1+|X1|

|δ′
B(xi )| − |δ′

B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|
|U ∪Un|2

+
t1+|X1|∑

|U−Y1|

|δ′
B(xi )| − |δ′

B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|
|U ∪Un|2

=
t1∑

i=1

|δB(xi )| − |δB(xi ) ∩ [xi ]D|
|U ∪Un|2

+
|U−Y1|∑

i=t1

|δ′
B(xi )| − |δ′

B,σ (xi ) ∩ [xi ]D|
|U ∪Un|2

+
|U |∑

i=t1+|X1|

|δB(xi )| − |δB(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|
|U ∪Un|2

+
t1+|X1|∑

|U−Y1|

|δ′
B(xi )| − |δ′

B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D|
|U ∪Un|2 .

Let δ′
B(xi ) = δB(xi )∪δ

Un
B (xi ) and [xi ]′D = [xi ]D∪[xi ]Un

D ,

where δ
Un
B (xi ) means neighborhood of xi ∈ U on Un and

[xi ]Un
D indicates equivalence class induced by D onUn . Then,

one has

|U |∑

i=1

|δ′
B(xi )| − |δ′

B(xi ) ∩ [xi ]′D |
|U ∪Un |2

=
t1∑

i=1

|δB(xi )| − |δB(xi ) ∩ [xi ]D |
|U ∪Un |2

+
|U−Y1|∑

i=t1

|δB(xi ) ∪ δ
Un
B (xi )| − |(δB(xi ) ∪ δ

Un
B (xi )) ∩ [xi ]D |

|U ∪Un |2

+
|U |∑

i=t1+|X1|

|δB(xi )| − |δB(xi ) ∩ ([xi ]D ∪ [xi ]Un
D |)

|U ∪Un |2 +

t1+|X1|∑

|U−Y1|

|δB(xi ) ∪ δ
Un
B (xi )| − |(δB(xi ) ∪ δ

Un
B (xi )) ∩ ([xi ]D ∪ [xi ]Un

D )

|U ∪Un |2

=
|U |∑

i=1

|δB(xi )| − |δB(xi ) ∩ [xi ]D |
|U ∪Un |2 +

|U−Y1|∑

i=t1

|δUn
B (xi )|

|U ∪Un |2

+
t1+|X1|∑

|U−Y1|

|δUn
B (xi )| − |δUn

B (xi ) ∩ [xi ]Un
D |

|U ∪Un |2 = |U |2
|U ∪Un |2 EU (D|B)

+
t1+|X1|∑

i=t1

|δUn
B (xi )|

|U ∪Un |2 −
t1+|X1|∑

|U−Y1|

|δUn
B (xi ) ∩ [xi ]Un

D |
|U ∪Un |2 .

Similarly, one can also get

|Un |∑

i=1

|δ′
B(yi )| − |δ′

B(yi ) ∩ [yi ]′D|
|U ∪Un|2

= |Un|2
|U ∪Un|2 EUn (D|B) +

t2+|X2|∑

i=t2

|δUB (yi )|
|U ∪Un|2

−
t2+|X2|∑

|Un−Y2|

|δUB (yi ) ∩ [yi ]UD|
|U ∪Un|2 .
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Let �1 = ∑t1+|X1|
i=t1

|δUn
B (xi )| + ∑t2+|X2|

i=t2
|δUB (yi )| and

�2 = ∑t1+|X1|
i=|U−Y1| |δ

Un
B (xi )∩[xi ]Un

D |+∑t2+|X2|
i=|Un−Y2| |δUB (yi )∩

[yi ]UD|, one has EU∪Un (D|B) = 1
(|U |+|Un |)2 (|U |2EU (D|B)+

|Un|2EUn (D|B) + �1 + �2).

This completes the proof.

5.2 Incremental mechanism for feature significance

On the basis of incremental mechanisms shown in Theorems
1-2, feature significance for dynamic data sets is redefined in
this section.

Definition 15 Let S = (U ,C∪D)be a data table and B ⊆ C .
When anewobject x is added to table S, the inner significance
of feature a ∈ B is defined as

SininU∪{x}(a, B) = EU∪{x}(D|B − {a}) − EU∪{x}(D|B).

(18)

The outer significance of feature a ∈ C − B is defined as

SinoutU∪{x}(a, B) = EU∪{x}(D|B) − EU∪{x}(D|B ∪ {a}).
(19)

Definition 16 Let S = (U ,C∪D)be a data table and B ⊆ C .
When Un is added to U , the inner significance of feature
a ∈ B is defined as

SininU∪Un
(a, B) = EU∪Un (D|B − {a}) − EU∪Un (D|B).

(20)

The outer significance of feature a ∈ C − B is defined as

SinoutU∪Un
(a, B) = EU∪Un (D|B) − EU∪Un (D|B ∪ {a}).

(21)

For dynamic data sets, with the increase of new objects,
incrementalmechanisms for feature significance are effective
for reducing time-consuming and improving computational
efficiency of selecting useful features. Definition 15 presents
the single incremental mechanism for computing feature sig-
nificance. And when new data generate with a fast speed,
Definition 16 gives a kind of group incremental mechanism
which is able to solve feature significance more efficiently.

6 Incremental feature selection algorithm
for hybrid data

Based on incremental mechanism of computing entropy and
feature significance, this section introduces two incremental
feature selection algorithms for dynamic hybrid data in the

Fig. 1 Framework

framework of rough set theory. For the convenience of read-
ing, Fig. 1 shows the general framework of the main idea
introduced in above sections. Algorithm 1 is a single incre-
mental feature selection algorithm which is suitable for new
object being added one by one.

Algorithm 1 An incremental feature selection algorithm for
hybrid data (IFSA)
Require: A dynamic data table S = (U ,C ∪ D), target feature subset

r1 on U , and a new object x ;
Ensure: Target feature subset r on U ∪ {x};
1: B ← r1. Compute δ′

B,σ (x) and [x]′D on U ∪ {x};
2: while EU∪{x}(D|B) �= EU∪{x}(D|C) do
3: ∀a ∈ C − B, compute SigoutU∪{x}(a, B, D) according to definition

15 and theorem 1;
4: Select a0 = max{SigoutU∪{x}(a, B, D)}, a ∈ C − B;
5: B ← B ∪ {a0}.
6: end while
7: for all a ∈ B do
8: Compute SiginU∪{x}(a, B, D) according to definition 15 and the-

orem 1;
9: if SiginU∪{x}(a, B, D) = 0 then B ← B − {a}.
10: end if
11: end for
12: r ← B;
13: return r .

The following is the time complexities of Algorithm 1.
According to the analysis in Theorem 1, when x is added
to the table, the time complexity of computing entropy is
O(|U ||C |). In the algorithm I FSA, the time complexity of
Steps 2 -6 is O(|U ||C |2). In Step 7-11, the time complexity of
deleting redundant features is O(|U ||C |2). Hence, the total
time complexity of algorithm I FSA is O(|U ||C |2).

Above algorithm works those data sets that new objects
are increased one by one or the scale of new objects is not
very large. However, many real data in applications may be
generated in groups instead of one by one. If the scale of new
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objects is very large, above feature selection algorithm may
be also time-consuming. In other words, above algorithm
needs to be re-performed repeatedly to deal with multiple
objects. To overcome this deficiency, following algorithm
introduces a group incremental feature selection algorithm,
which aims to deal with multiple objects at a time efficiently.

Algorithm 2 A group incremental feature selection algo-
rithm for hybrid data (GIFSA)
Require: A dynamic data table S = (U ,C ∪ D), target feature subset

r1 on U , and a group of new objects Un ;
Ensure: Target feature subset r on U ∪Un ;
1: B ← r1. ∀x ∈ U , y ∈ Un , compute δB,σ (x), δB,σ (y), δUn

B,σ (x) and

δUB,σ (y);
2: while EU∪Un (D|B) �= EU∪Un (D|C) do
3: ∀a ∈ C − B, compute SigoutU∪Un

(a, B, D) according to definition
16 and theorem 2;

4: Select a0 = max{SigoutU∪Un
(a, B, D)}, a ∈ C − B;

5: B ← B ∪ {a0}.
6: end while
7: for all a ∈ B do
8: Compute SiginU∪Un

(a, B, D) according to definition 16 and the-
orem 2;

9: if SiginU∪Un
(a, B, D) = 0 then B ← B − {a}.

10: end if
11: end for
12: r ← B;
13: return r .

The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is introduced as fol-
lows. Based on the analysis in Theorem 2, whenUn is added
to the table, the time complexity of computing entropy is
O(|U ||C ||X |) (|X | = max(|X1|, |X2|, |Y1|, |Y2|), the expla-
nations of X1, X2,Y1,Y2 are shown in Theorem 2). In the
algorithm GI FSA, the time complexity of Steps 2 -6 is
O(|U ||C |2|X |). In Step 7-11, the time complexity of deleting
redundant features is O(|U ||C |2|X |). Hence, the total time
complexity of algorithm GI FSA is O(|U ||C |2|X |).

In conclusion, when massive new objects in the databases
are generated at once, the time complexity of single incre-
mental algorithm (Algorithm 1) is O(|U ||C |2|Un|) ; but
the time complexity of group incremental algorithm (Algo-
rithm 2) is O(|U ||C |2|X |). Because of that |X | is usually
much smaller than |Un|, the computational time of Algo-
rithm 2 is usually much smaller than that of Algorithm 1. In
other words, the group incremental algorithm can deal with
dynamic data sets more timely instead of one by one.

7 Experimental analysis

This section aims to illustrate effectiveness and efficiency of
the two new algorithms I FSA and GI FSA. The data sets
employed in this section are shown in Table 1, which are
all downloaded from UCI repository of machine learning

databases. All the experimental programs have been car-
ried out on a personal computer with Windows 10, Inter(R)
Core (TM) i7-2600 CPU (3.4 GHz) and 8.00 GB mem-
ory. The software being used is Microsoft Visual Studio
2010 and programming language is C#. On the basis of data
sets shown in Table 1, subsection 7.1 illustrates the effec-
tiveness by comparing the two new algorithms(I FSA and
GI FSA) and the non-incremental algorithm CFS. Algo-
rithm CFS denotes the non-incremental feature selection
algorithm based on complementary entropy. In subsection
7.2, efficiency of algorithms GI FSA are further evaluated
by comparing the computational time of algorithmsGI FSA
and I FSA.

7.1 Effectiveness analysis

In this subsection, four classical classifiers and tenfold cross-
validation are employed to evaluate the target feature subsets
obtained by I FSA, GI FSA and CFS. The four classifiers
are decision tree(C4.5), Naive Bayes classifier(NBC), ran-
dom forest (RF) and decision rule(Jrip). For each data set
shown in Table 1, 60% objects are selected as the basic data
set, and the rest of the objects (40%) are assumed as the
incremental data.When a part of new objects are added to the
basic data set, algorithms I FSA,GI FSA andCFS are used
to find the final feature subset separately. The experimental
results include comparison of feature subsets, classification
accuracy and computational time. Table 2 shows the number
of selected features and computational time. Table 3 shows
the classification accuracy on the basis of the above four
classifiers. The highest accuracy values of each data set are
highlighted in boldface in this table. For simplicity, N means
the Number of Selected Features in Table 2.

According to the results shown in Table 2, computational
time of incremental algorithms I FSA andGI FSA aremuch
smaller than that of non-incremental algorithm CFS, espe-
cially, the group incremental algorithm GI FSA is the most
efficient one. From the results of data sets Letter and shut-
tle, the advantages of group incremental algorithm are clear.
The computational efficiency of group incremental algorithm
(GIFSA) is 90 percentage points higher than that of the clas-
sical non-incremental algorithm (CAR), and 60 percentage
points higher than that of the single incremental algorithm
(IFSA). Hence, for larger size data sets, the high efficiency of
group incremental algorithm ismore obvious. In otherwords,
the group in incremental algorithm is helpful for deal with
larger data sets. In Table 3, for each data set, its four clas-
sification accuracies induced by a same classifier are very
close to each other, without obvious superiority and infe-
riority. Experimental results shown in Table 3 validate the
feasibility of the two proposed incremental algorithm fur-
ther. Compared with CAR, the two incremental algorithm
also can find an effective feature subset. In summary, for a
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Table 1 Description of data sets Data sets Samples Features Numeric Categorical Classes
Total

1 Credit 690 15 6 9 2

2 Anneal 898 38 6 32 6

3 Vowel 990 13 10 3 11

4 German 1000 20 7 13 2

5 kr-vs-kp 3196 36 0 36 2

6 Sick 3772 29 7 22 2

7 Hypothyroid 3772 29 6 23 4

8 Waveform 5000 40 40 0 3

9 Ticdata2000 5822 85 0 85 2

10 Thyroid 9172 29 7 22 2

11 Letter 20000 16 0 16 26

12 Shuttle 58000 9 7 2 7

Table 2 Comparison of
computational time

Data sets CAR I FSA GI FSA

N Time/ s N Time/ s N Time/ s

1 Credit 11 17.25 12 9.38 12 4.25

2 Anneal 12 95.75 11 49.13 11 22.53

3 Vowel 8 29.83 9 12.45 9 7.63

4 German 8 11.25 9 4.75 9 2.02

5 kr-vs-kp 29 81.36 29 14.63 29 2.39

6 Sick 7 1031.43 6 602.35 6 289.13

7 Hypothyroid 6 899.28 7 401.13 7 227.63

8 Waveform 7 2632.83 8 1402.37 8 899.25

9 Ticdata2000 24 486.93 25 128.81 25 68.97

10 Thyroid 11 9872.84 11 2461.35 11 878.95

11 Letter 11 3553.14 11 332.76 11 98.38

12 Shuttle 5 5036.76 5 1066.37 5 283.32

hybrid dynamic data set, the two proposed incremental algo-
rithms can find an effective feature subset in very short time,
especially for the group incremental algorithm GI FSA.

7.2 Efficiency analysis

To further illustrate the efficiency of GI ARC , this sub-
section compares GI ARC with I ARC based on different
sizes of incremental data. For example, let U be the size
of a data set, 60% (0.6|U |)objects are selected as the basic
data set; then 20%, 40%, · · · , 100% of remaining objects
(0.2 ∗ 0.4|U |,0.4 ∗ 0.4|U |, · · · ,0.4|U |) are used as the incre-
mental data sets and added to the basic data in turn. When
different incremental data set are added, the two incremental
algorithm are employed to update the feature subset, respec-
tively. The experimental results are shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. In these figures, the y-coordinate

is the computational time for updating feature subsets, and
the x-coordinate is the size of incremental data set, that
is, coordinate value 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 correspond to adding
0.2 ∗ 0.4|U |,0.4 ∗ 0.4|U |, · · · ,0.4|U |, respectively.

According to the results shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13, one can easily get that, GI ARC is
more efficient than I ARC when multiple objects are added.
Furthermore, with the size of added objects increasing, the
efficiency of GI ARC is more and more obvious. Compared
with the single incremental algorithm, the group incremen-
tal algorithm saves nearly half of the computational time
spent on all data sets. The data sets “letter and “kr-vs-kp”
save nearly two thirds of computational time. In other words,
the group incremental algorithm is very effective, especially
for those larger data sets. Hence, on the basis of feasibility
validated in above subsection (Subsection 7.1), experimen-
tal results shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
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Table 3 Comparison of classification accuracy

Data sets Algorithm C4.5 NBC Jrip RF

CAR 0.8449±0.2082 0.8231±0.1936 0.8493±0.2327 0.8667±0.2185

1 Credit I FSA 0.8507±0.2059 0.8304±0.1899 0.8580±0.2146 0.8551±0.2261

GI FSA 0.8507±0.2059 0.8304±0.1899 0.8580±0.2146 0.8551±0.2261

CAR 0.9554±0.0171 0.7127±0.0959 0.9565±0.0206 0.9688±0.0183

2 Anneal I FSA 0.9555±0.0181 0.7105±0.0964 0.9577±0.0229 0.9666±0.0109

GI FSA 0.9555±0.0181 0.7105±0.0964 0.9577±0.0229 0.9666±0.0109

CAR 0.8081±0.0380 0.6667±0.0842 0.7111±0.0618 0.9465±0.0479

3 Vowel I FSA 0.8030±0.0384 0.6687±0.0843 0.7202±0.0608 0.9525±0.0481

GI FSA 0.8030±0.0384 0.6687±0.0843 0.7202±0.0608 0.9525±0.0481

CAR 0.7010±0.3886 0.7040±0.3787 0.6870±0.4082 0.6610±0.3834

4 German I FSA 0.6930±0.3841 0.7100±0.3756 0.6890±0.4109 0.6700±0.3850

GI FSA 0.6930±0.3841 0.7100±0.3756 0.6890±0.4109 0.6700±0.3850

CAR 0.9011±0.1301 0.7854±0.2943 0.8758±0.1847 0.8667±0.1351

5 kr-vs-kp I FSA 0.9011±0.1301 0.7854±0.2943 0.8758±0.1847 0.8667±0.1351

GI FSA 0.9011±0.1301 0.7854±0.2943 0.8758±0.1847 0.8667±0.1351

CAR 0.9388±0.1130 0.9356±0.1045 0.9379±0.1047 0.9287±0.0901

6 Sick I FSA 0.9387±0.1150 0.9385±0.1133 0.9377±0.1153 0.9281±0.1041

GI FSA 0.9387±0.1150 0.9385±0.1133 0.9377±0.1153 0.9281±0.1041

CAR 0.9735±0.0184 0.9457±0.0339 0.9729±0.0193 0.9716±0.0192

7 Hypothyroid I FSA 0.9737±0.0208 0.9478±0.0336 0.9753±0.0174 0.9552±0.0247

GI FSA 0.9737±0.0208 0.9478±0.0336 0.9753±0.0174 0.9552±0.0247

CAR 0.7550±0.1974 0.7846±0.1703 0.7690±0.2190 0.7948±0.1876

8 Waveform I FSA 0.7674±0.1974 0.7828±0.1758 0.7580±0.2286 0.7888±0.1954

GI FSA 0.7674±0.1974 0.7828±0.1758 0.7580±0.2286 0.7888±0.1954

CAR 0.9395±0.1127 0.9089±0.1283 0.9398±0.1118 0.9246±0.1065

9 Ticdata2000 I FSA 0.9402±0.1124 0.8782±0.1445 0.9390±0.1128 0.9287±0.1075

GI FSA 0.9402±0.1124 0.8782±0.1445 0.9390±0.1128 0.9287±0.1075

CAR 0.6018±0.1586 0.7106±0.2349 0.6341±0.1725 0.6325±0.1525

10 Thyroid I FSA 0.6220±0.1541 0.7034±0.2337 0.6418±0.1696 0.6495±0.1529

GI FSA 0.6220±0.1541 0.7034±0.2337 0.6418±0.1696 0.6495±0.1529

CAR 0.7784±0.0194 0.7298±0.0251 0.9023±0.0262 0.9086±0.0231

11 Letter I FSA 0.7848±0.0186 0.7320±0.0252 0.9020±0.0281 0.9072±0.0252

GI FSA 0.7848±0.0186 0.7320±0.0252 0.9020±0.0281 0.9072±0.0252

CAR 0.9967±0.0013 0.8804±0.0449 0.9932±0.0028 0.9976±0.0015

12 Shuttle I FSA 0.9968±0.0013 0.8794±0.0443 0.9946±0.0023 0.9977±0.0009

GI FSA 0.9968±0.0013 0.8794±0.0443 0.9946±0.0023 0.9977±0.0009

and 13 validates that the group incremental reduction algo-
rithm proposed in this paper is very efficient and suitable
for dealing with larger data sets. Nowadays, with the speed
of generating new data being more and more quickly, effi-
cient and feasible incremental feature selection algorithms
for big dynamic data sets are obviously necessary and sig-
nificant. The group incremental mechanism gives new ways
and thinking for exploring effective mining techniques.

8 Conclusions

Incremental feature selection is still a challenging issue in
data mining. For hybrid data, this paper proposes two fea-
sible and efficient incremental feature selection algorithms
in the framework of neighborhood rough set theory. This
paper firstly defines a new feature similarity for hybrid data
and develops neighborhood relation based on the new mea-
sure. Then, a new information entropy and its incremental
mechanisms are introduced to construct feature significance.
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Fig. 2 Credit
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Fig. 3 Anneal
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Fig. 4 Vowel
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Fig. 5 German
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Fig. 6 kr-vs-kp
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Fig. 7 Sick
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Fig. 8 Hypothyroid
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Fig. 9 Waveform
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Fig. 10 Ticdata2000
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Fig. 11 Thyroid
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Fig. 12 Letter
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Finally, two incremental rough feature selection algorithms
are proposed to deal with dynamic hybrid data sets. Theo-
retical analysis and experimental results show that the new
incremental algorithms are very effective, especially the effi-
ciency of the group incremental algorithm. It is our wish that
this study provides views on measuring categorical data and
complex data.
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